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Ice opens up Apostle Islands fishery
Red Cliff brothers, son continue legacy
By Charlie Otto Rasmussen
Staff Writer
Red Cliff, Wis.—On the far
side of Oak Island in the Apostle
Islands archipelago, birds and wildlife remain undercover as the sun
struggles on the eastern horizon. The
air temperature is 16 degrees below
zero. Arctic northwest winds whip
across the Gichigami ice, further
magnifying the brutal cold as the
land seems all but paralyzed.
“Kind of chilly today,” says
barehanded Sean Hanson as he pulls
a gillnet through a freshly chopped
hole in the ice. A string of whitefish
emerge, many with bulging bellies
filled with air from their sudden 180
foot ascension to the surface of Lake
Superior. With remarkable dexterity,
Hanson removes a small pin clenched
between his front teeth and pops each
The Hansons of Red Cliff-based Peterson’s Fisheries raise a gillnet
fish, producing a thin whistle.
“They come out of the net a lot loaded with whitefish from approximately 180 feet below the ice.
easier once you get the air out,” he From foreground: Sean Jr., Troy, Sean Sr. and Jamie Hanson. (Photo
explains as his blushed hands free a by Charlie Otto Rasmussen.)
silvery whitefish, tossing it a few feet to brother Jamie who stuns it with a quick mid-winter hiatus. Beginhead-whack and has it gutted in seconds. Hanson, a fifth generation Gighigami ning with weekend-only Near the north shore of Oak Island, Sean Hanson
commercial fisherman, heads a four-man ice netting operation rounded out by business hours, Peterson’s plucks a whitefish from a net drawn through a
another brother, Troy, and son, Sean Jr. Grandfather Wilfred Peterson passed on Fisheries market expands freshly chopped hole in the ice. Boxes of whitefish
(foreground) are loaded onto sleds and hauled by
the business—Peterson’s Fisheries—to Hanson in 1995.
to 10-6 pm daily in May
On this mid-February morning, Hanson’s crew works atop a foot-thick expanse as more vacationers and snowmobile from sites around the Apostle Islands to
of ice between Oak and Manitou Islands. With ten gillnets measuring 300 feet long second home owners re- the Wisconsin mainland at Red Cliff. (COR)
by 6 feet high to pull, pick and reset, the fishermen work in smooth unison, each turn to the area. The change of season also signals the return to tug boat fishing
man filling a role in the progression.
for Hanson and other commercial fishermen.
The first lift of the morning is a good one, yielding about 200 pounds of
“Once the ice starts breaking up, we head out to open water to fish with trap
whitefish, three lean lake trout, a siscowet and one foot-long herring. Sean Jr. nets. We’re kind of all-around fishermen,” Hanson said.
threads a red plastic tag through the gills of each laker—a species whose harvest
The under-ice gillnetting efforts of Hanson and three other tribal operators
is tightly regulated by state and tribal fisheries managers. Each fisherman receives are monitored by Red Cliff fisheries staff who make intermittent appearances
a limited allocation of these individually numbered tags based on harvest quotas during net lifts to count each fish and collect biological data. Red Cliff Biologist
designed to maintain lake trout populations at current levels.
Matt Symbal said information gathered by resource technicians is a key element
While a few different fish species invariably show up in 3,000 feet of net, in establishing harvest guidelines for the fishery. Along with the Bad River Band,
the harvest is far-and-away comprised of the Friday night menu classic: whitefish. Red Cliff officials manage the Wisconsin Gichigami fishery through intergovernHanson’s crew receive about $1.25 per pound from a local wholesaler that distributes mental agreements with the Department of Natural Resources. In April 2007 tribal
the dressed whitefish to area restaurants, grocery stores and markets. This spring and state representatives signed a new 10-year management pact—the fourth Lake
Hanson reopens his own market along Highway 13 just south of Red Cliff following a Superior fishing agreement between the parties since 1981.

Gathering ziinzibaakwadaaboo
it from foaming too much. Also, he has
heard that the oil from zhiingob acts
as a preservative for the resulting zhiiwaagamizigan.
Because he gathers most of the
ziinzibaakwadaaboo from zhishiigamewinzh, which has a lower sugar
content than if collected from inininaatig,
he has to boil more of it for longer.
He usually boils 55 to 60 gallons of
ziinzibaakwadaaboo to make one gallon of zhiiwaagamizigan.
For inininaatig, it usually
takes about 40 gallons of ziinzibaakwadaaboo to make
one gallon of zhiiwaagamizigan.
During the first boil,
friends and family visit,
sharing stories and trading
jokes. Coffee, pancakes and
hot dogs are cooked over the
fire. Naturally, the coffee and
pancakes are sweetened with
ziinzibaakwadaaboo—always a delicious pleasure
enjoyed by everyone.
Due to the close proximity of the river to the
Collecting ziinibaakwadaaboo from a tapped tree. iskigamizigan, sudden
In earlier times, birchbark baskets, biskitenaagan, flooding can place Dana
were used to collect the sap. (Photo by Amoose.) and his helpers in a serious

(Continued from page 4)
They hold more ziinzibaakwadaaboo
than milk jugs, but are more difficult
to clean.
The first boil of the collected
ziinzibaakwadaaboo occurs at his
iskigamizigan on a wood stove that he
and some friends had hauled onto the
site years ago. He occasionally dips a
branch of zhiingob (balsam fir) into the
boiling ziinzibaakwadaaboo to prevent

predicament. More than once, heavy rain
and fast melting snow has triggered a
quick departure from the iskigamizigan,
forcing everyone to slog precariously
through icy water.
After the “first boil,” Dana boils
the ziinzibaakwadaaboo a second time
at home. This final boil requires more
heat control, so he prefers to use his
kitchen stove. He cans the finished zhiiwaagamizigan in Mason jars, usually
producing between five to twenty gallons, depending upon the total number
of trees tapped.
After a few weeks at the iskigamizigan, nighttime temperatures warm,
the trees start to develop their leaves
and the ziinzibaakwadaaboo begins to
taste bitter. Dana removes the negwaakwaanan to allow the trees to heal. Years
ago, when he made his negwaakwaanan
from zhishiigamewinzh, he actually left
them in the trees to help with healing.
Before Europeans arrived, Anishinaabeg made negwaakwaanan out
of apaakwaanaatig (staghorn sumac).
They used apaakwaanaatig because of
the relative ease of hollowing out the
soft wood center of its stems. Moreover,
instead of drilling holes in the trees, they
made two perpendicular ax cuts with the
right angle pointing down.

At the right angle, they placed a
negwaakwaan, below which they placed
a biskitenaagan (folded birch bark basket) to collect the ziinzibaakwadaaboo.
Though tribal members nowadays may
not make ax cuts to gather ziinzibaakwadaaboo, some still use apaakwaanaatig to make their negwaakwaanan.
Dana remembers that, during his
childhood, his family used apaakwaanaatig to make negwaakwaanan and coffee tins to gather ziinzibaakwadaaboo.
His auntie remembers when Dana was a
baby and his family brought him to the
iskigamizigan. He was bundled up in a
dikinaagan (cradleboard) and then secured
to a tree, as everyone else worked.
He continues his family’s traditions
and shares them with his children. In
particular, he teaches his children the
importance of showing respect to zhishiigamewinzh and inininaatig. Every year,
these trees sacrifice their own blood for
human survival.
Before the ziinzibaakwadaaboo
season, Dana and his family have a ceremony to honor the spirits. They offer
asema (tobacco) and ask permission of
zhishiigamewinzh and inininaatig. After
the season, they repeat the ceremony
and express a strong-felt miigwech
(thank you).

